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are to be chosen from countries which were neutral dur-
ing the World War. Moreover, their position is purely
advisory; they can act then only when notification has
been given them after arrests have been made.
What will be the outcome of the new situation? A
government, as yet untried in peace times, undertakes
to provide a judicial system which shall be satisfactory
to the foreigner. If we judge the future by the past,
the outlook is not encouraging. The personnel of the
judicial system has been woefully lacking in training,
the judges underpaid, and the courts notoriously corrupt.
The judicial system, in spite of many reforms, is an
almost hopeless jumble of several coexisting systems of
jurisprudence. Moreover, there is great confusion be-
tween so-called religious and civil law court procedure,
although by the reform movements of 1908, this confusion
was supposed to have been removed. The Ottoman civil
code has its foundation in the religious law and is there-
fore inadequate for modern social and commercial usages.
Already the Turkish Minister of Justice in the Angora
cabinet is handicapped by lack of assistance and by a tre-
mendous amount of unfinished business. In a recent
(1922) interview, he stated that he had made some at-
tempt to speed up the action of justice in the lower courts
by lessening the number of judges, and by salary in-
creases. Changes in legal procedure are notoriously slow
in all countries, so it is not surprising that thus far,
apparently he has been able to accomplish practically
nothing in the way of reform.
China is one of the last countries, of any importance,
in which foreigners have extraterritorial privileges.
These rights, however, have not been equal to those for-
merly possessed by foreigners in Turkey. In the Wash-
ington Limitation of Armaments Conference (1921), the
Chinese asked for the abandonment of extraterritorial
rights by the foreign powers. A resolution was passed

